The space adventure

Spell

The two space spies are having fun in their super
spaceship with their friends. What can you see
from the window?
“Googly, googly, gobbledigoo,” Sam says and
looks at the message on the spyphone.
“Sam! Remember to practise speaking and spelling in English!”
“Oops! It’s a secret message!”
“It’s a space map!”
“A space adventure! Yipee!”
“The message says, ‘Go to planet Red’,” read Sam.
“Where in the universe is it?”
“Let’s wear our spacesuits!”
WHOOSH! The spaceship lifts off. “I can see planet Earth. I can see
land and sea.”
“Most of the earth is sea!”
“We can see the sea!” Sam and Pam laugh because the sentence
sounds funny!
They zoom past the moon! “Turn left at Mars and go right at Pluto,”
says Pam looking at the space map.
“I’ll write with my spypen. Left at Mars. Right at Pluto.”
Whizz! They were in the next galaxy! “There are millions of stars here.”
Wwwwwhhhhyyyyyyuuuuu!!
“Oohhhh! I can hear strange space noises here!”
“What’s that?”
“I think it’s a black hole.”
“Oh no! Not a black hole! We can’t go near or it will suck us in!”
Vroooom! “Phew!” The spaceship sped past the black hole. The space
spies travelled for a whole day, a whole month, a whole year!

After a very long time, Sam and Pam arrived on planet Red. It was their
own planet! Their friends had sent the secret message! “We missed
you!”
“What an adventure. We learnt lots of words which sound the same but
have different spellings,” says Sam.
“Come and see our super spy spelling book!”
where / wear
see / sea
hear / here
whole / hole
red / read
“Do you know any words which sound the same but have a different
spelling?”
“NO we don’t KNOW any words!”
“Goodbye super spellers!”

Listen to this story
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